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Abstract: The deviation correction trajectory of the mechanical vertical drilling system (MVDS) is
very important because it is the final embodiment of performance. However, it is impossible to
obtain it at the design stage, except when using simulation methods. In this paper, tool face angle
model and other theoretical models were established, respectively, and the trajectory simulation
method was created through model coupling. Next, the method was used to simulate the trajectory
of MVDS under two typical working conditions. The results indicate that the critical deviation
angle is the deviation control accuracy of the MVDS. The existence of critical deflection angle makes
MVDS correct deviation and change azimuth at the same time, resulting in the trajectory being a
three-dimensional curve, which has the tendency of drifting to the left. Furthermore, the deviation
and azimuth change rate are constantly changing in the process of drilling. The results also show that
the MVDS is unable to correct the horizontal displacement of the downhole. The proposed method
and analysis results are helpful to find out and solve the problem of the current design as soon as
possible, and to provide guidance for the subsequent structure optimization.

Keywords: mechanical vertical drilling system; simulation of trajectory; eccentric block; tool face
angle; critical deviation angle

1. Introduction

Automatic vertical drilling technology is a kind of vertical well drilling technology
which uses downhole drilling tools to prevent and correct deviation. It integrates the
characteristics of the packed hole assembly and the pendulum assembly. This technology
originated from the German continental deep drilling program (Kontinentales Tiefborh
programm der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, KTB) in 1988. Due to the application of
vertical drilling technology, the KTB well became the most vertical borehole in the world
at that time [1–4]. As the originator of rotary steering technology, the automatic vertical
drilling technology has the same steering principle as the rotary steering technology [5]. In
recent years, with the progress of rotary steering technology, the automatic vertical drilling
technology has been developed rapidly [6,7].

As the core technology of vertical drilling, the automatic vertical drilling system is
mainly composed of two parts: one is the stable platform, the other is the actuator, as
shown in Figure 1. The stable platform is a dynamic stability control system, which controls
the deviation measurement and correction of vertical drilling system. The function of the
actuator is to respond to the control signal of the stable platform, and provide the force
required by the deviation correction for the drill bit. If the stable platform is regarded as
the “brain” of the automatic vertical drilling system, the actuator can be viewed as the
“limbs” of the vertical drilling system [8].
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as low manufacturing cost, high reliability, high temperature resistance, and greater im-
pact resistance [9,10]. Therefore, the MVDS has a better application prospect in the future 
and the key problem we are facing is the improvement of its deviation correction perfor-
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application effects of their products. At the same time, some scholars in universities have 
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mental methods to study the variation of friction performance between the upper and 
lower plate valves under different working conditions [12]. Li et al. have derived the sta-
ble position model of the eccentric block and investigated the dynamic characteristics of 
it under the effect of torsional vibration by using multi-body dynamics simulation method 
[13]. For the actuator, Zhang have studied the output characteristics of the pushing force 
through experimental methods [14]. Besides, the influence of the pushing force on the drill 
string dynamics have been studied through theoretical derivation by Xue et al. [15,16]. In 
addition, Liu and Zahra [17,18] have optimized the trajectory control and measurement 
of the EVDS and RSS (Rotary steerable system). Elrayah et al. have researched the me-
chanical problems of drilling string related to the trajectory [19,20]. In summary, there are 
three main aspects to be improved. 
1. The current research on MDVS mainly focuses on the mechanical characteristics of 
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above two to simulate the deviation correction trajectory of drilling tool has not been 
conducted. 
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Figure 1. Structure of automatic vertical drilling system.

According to the structure of stable platform, the vertical drilling system can be
divided into electric control vertical drilling system (EVDS) and mechanical vertical drilling
system (MVDS). The EVDS uses a three-axis accelerometer and fluxgate to detect well
deviation, while the MVDS uses gravity moment of eccentric block to sense well deviation.
Compared with the EVDS, the MVDS has a relatively low deviation control accuracy, but
it possesses a simple structure without any electronic components, which can reduce the
sealing requirements of drilling tools. In addition, the MVDS has many advantages, such
as low manufacturing cost, high reliability, high temperature resistance, and greater impact
resistance [9,10]. Therefore, the MVDS has a better application prospect in the future and
the key problem we are facing is the improvement of its deviation correction performance.

The deviation correction performance of MVDS is ultimately reflected by the trajectory
formed in the inclined formation, and the only way to obtain the trajectory is to measure
after drilling. However, this is impossible in the design stage. In order to verify the
actual deviation correction ability of the tool and analyze the correlation between the
design parameters and the performance, it is necessary to establish the deviation correction
trajectory simulation method before the tool is put into the downhole testing. Only in this
way can the working characteristics of the current tool in the downhole environment be
obtained and further understood during the course of design, which is helpful to find out
the existing problems of the current design as soon as possible and provide ideas for the
subsequent structure optimization.

At present, there are relatively few researches on the MVDS because of its relatively
short history [11]. For commercial confidentiality, most of the research results published by
some international oil service companies were only about the technical parameters and
application effects of their products. At the same time, some scholars in universities have
done some research on MVDS. For the stable platform, Wang et al. have used experimental
methods to study the variation of friction performance between the upper and lower plate
valves under different working conditions [12]. Li et al. have derived the stable position
model of the eccentric block and investigated the dynamic characteristics of it under the
effect of torsional vibration by using multi-body dynamics simulation method [13]. For
the actuator, Zhang have studied the output characteristics of the pushing force through
experimental methods [14]. Besides, the influence of the pushing force on the drill string
dynamics have been studied through theoretical derivation by Xue et al. [15,16]. In addition,
Liu and Zahra [17,18] have optimized the trajectory control and measurement of the EVDS
and RSS (Rotary steerable system). Elrayah et al. have researched the mechanical problems
of drilling string related to the trajectory [19,20]. In summary, there are three main aspects
to be improved.

1. The current research on MDVS mainly focuses on the mechanical characteristics of
the stable platform or actuator separately. Coupling the action mechanism of the
above two to simulate the deviation correction trajectory of drilling tool has not
been conducted.

2. The stable position model is based on the principle of static moment balance and the
influence of inertia and acceleration is ignored.

3. The methods of trajectory control and measurement cannot be applied to MVDS
because it cannot realize artificial control at present.
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In order to realize the well trajectory simulation of MVDS, this paper obtains the
model of equivalent pushing force and tool face angle by the theoretical mechanics method.
After coupling them with the subsequent established models, the deviation correction
trajectory is extrapolated by cyclic iteration, thus the trajectory simulation of the MVDS
under two typical working conditions is realized.

2. Working Principle

The working principle of MVDS is shown in Figure 2. In the drilling process, the
lower plate valve rotates synchronously with the bit. The upper plate valve is fixed with
the eccentric block of the stable platform circumferentially through the connecting key. The
eccentric block is isolated from the shell by the bearing so that it can rotate freely around
the tool center. When well deviation occurs, the eccentric block drives the upper plate
valve to rotate to the lower side of the borehole under the effect of gravity. Therefore, the
arc hole on the upper plate valve, which is opposite the eccentric block, can be located at
the upper side of the borehole. When one of the flow channels on the lower plate valve
rotates to the upper side of the borehole, it will be connected with the arc hole. At this
moment, the high-pressure drilling fluid will flow in the connected channel and impel the
corresponding steering rib of the actuator to push against the upper side of the wellbore,
so as to make the bit produce side cutting force for deviation correction. When the flow
channel rotates away from the upper side of the borehole, the drilling fluid pressure in
the steering rib decreases, and the steering rib returns to the position before pushing out.
The above behavior is a continuous cycle process, hence the periodic pushing force can be
produced at the upper side of the borehole. By using the above working principle, MVDS
is able to correct the deviated well or ensure the verticality of the vertical well.
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Figure 2. Working principle of MVDS.

As the kernel component of the stable platform, the eccentric block determines the
pushing direction of the steering rib, hence its parking position directly affects the extension
direction of the wellbore trajectory. When MVDS is working, the lower plate valve rotates
with the bit. Because the upper plate valve closely fits with the lower plate valve under
the mud pressure, the eccentric block fixed with the upper plate valve is disturbed by
the friction torque between the upper plate valve and the lower plate valve at the same
time. In addition, it is also disturbed by the bearing friction torque generated by the shell
rotation. The above friction torques make the eccentric block unable to stop at the lower
side of the borehole, but deflects a certain angle to overcome the friction torque. As a result,
there is a critical deflection angle between the parking position and the lower side of the
borehole (as shown in Figure 3). The existence of the critical deflection angle makes the
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angle difference between the pushing force direction and the lower side direction of the
borehole, which will lead to the bit being subjected to both the force of deviation correction
and the force of azimuth variation. In addition, the formation’s anisotropy and dip angle
will cause azimuth drift and natural deflecting. Therefore, the drilling trajectory of MVDS
is a complex three-dimensional curve, which is not only influenced by the tool itself, but
also by the external environment.
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3. Mathematical Model

The establishment of deviation correction trajectory is a process in which bit interacts
with formation and extends forward after being subjected to WOB (Weight on bit), torque,
side cutting force, and constraint of borehole, so it is related to the dynamic characteristics of
stable platform and actuator, structure, and stress of BHA (Bottom hole assembly), drilling
process parameters, wellbore geometric parameters, bit characteristics, and formation
characteristics. Therefore, in order to realize deviation correction trajectory simulation of
MVDS, it is necessary to establish equivalent pushing force model, tool face angle model,
relationship model between pushing force and bit side force, interaction model between
bit and formation, and borehole trajectory geometry model, respectively. They are then
coupled to get the deviation correction trajectory simulation method. Principle hypotheses
are as follows.

1. The dynamic pushing force of MVDS is equivalent to the static pushing force.
2. Treat the components of the stable platform as rigid bodies.
3. Ignore the swing process of eccentric block before it is stabilized.
4. Ignore the influence of bearing friction.
5. Ignore the influence of the holes on the upper and lower plate valves.
6. BHA is regarded as a small deformation elastomer.

3.1. Equivalent Pushing Force Model

The deviation correction effect of MVDS depends on the periodic pushing against the
wellbore by the steering rib. In each pushing cycle, the direction of the pushing force is
constantly changing. Since the bit footage in each pushing cycle is very small, the dynamic
pushing force will only cause a certain degree of hole enlargement, and will not bring about
the left and right swing of the hole azimuth. In order to facilitate the analysis, the dynamic
pushing force obtained by sliding and pushing against the wellbore can be simplified as a
static equivalent pushing force [21]. Due to the symmetry of the dynamic pushing force,
the static equivalent pushing force can be applied to the center line direction of the arc
hole, as shown in Figure 4. The equivalent pushing force represents the average pushing
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force on the drilling tool in a cycle when BHA rotates at a constant speed. The force is
obtained by the principle of equal deviation correction impulse. The solution process is
as follows [21].

FETP = FE
θA
ω

=
∫ θA/2

−θA/2
FPcosθ

dθ

ω
(1)

wherein, FE—Equivalent pushing force (N), TP—Pushing time of steering rib in a cycle
(s), θA—Opening angle of arc hole (Rad), ω—BHA angular velocity (Rad/s), FP—Reaction
force of steering rib pushing against wellbore (N). The equation of equivalent pushing
force can be obtained by solving Equation (1) (as shown in Equation (2)).

FE = 2FP
sin θA

2
θA

(2)

1 
 

 

Figure 4. Simplified method of equivalent pushing force.

MVDS is usually designed with three steering ribs. In order to make the pushing force
continuous and uninterrupted, the opening angle of the arc hole of the upper plate valve is
usually designed as 120◦. Therefore, the equivalent pushing force is shown in Equation (3).

FE =
3
√

3
2π

FP (3)

3.2. Tool Face Angle Model

The tool face angle of MVDS determines the direction of the bit extending to the
formation at the next moment. According to the equivalent pushing force model of MVDS,
the tool face of MVDS is the plane formed by the direction line of equivalent pushing force
and the center line of tool. As the eccentric block is opposite to the arc hole of the upper
plate valve, the calculation equation of MVDS tool face angle is shown in Equation (4)
according to the definition of tool face angle of high side mode.

β = π + θC (4)

wherein, β—Tool face angle of MVDS (Rad), θC—Critical deflection angle of eccentric
block (Rad).

Therefore, after the critical deflection angle model is deduced, the tool face angle
model of MVDS can be obtained from Equation (4). When MVDS is working, the eccentric
moment caused by gravity, the friction torque caused by the friction between upper and
lower plate valves, and the friction torque of bearing are simultaneously exerted on the
eccentric block. Because the friction coefficient of ball bearing is small, the friction torque
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of bearing is very small in comparison with the eccentric moment and the friction torque
of plate valve [22]. Therefore, the influence of bearing friction torque is ignored in the
analysis, and only the influence of eccentric moment and friction torque of the plate valve
on deflection behavior of eccentric block is discussed. The eccentric moment is the active
torque, and the friction torque of the plate valve is the interference torque. Both of them
determine the critical deflection angle.

In order to obtain the eccentric moment, it is necessary to get the radial position of
the gravity center G. A plane rectangular coordinate system is established on the cross
section of the eccentric block. Since the eccentric block is usually symmetrical, the center
of gravity is located on the Y axis (as shown in Figure 5a). The Y coordinate value of the
gravity center can be obtained by using Equation (5) [13].

YC =

s
A ydA

s
A dA

=
4
(
r2

3 − r1
3)sin

(
α2−α1

2

)
3(r22 − r1

2)(α2 − α1)
(5)

wherein, r1, r2—Inner and outer radius of eccentric block (mm), α1, α2—Angle between
both sides of the eccentric block and X-axis (Rad).
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The gravity of the eccentric block can be obtained by Equation (6).

FG = ρvg =
α2 − α1

2
ρgl
(

r2
2 − r1

2
)

(6)

wherein, FG—Gravity of eccentric block (N), ρ—Density of eccentric block (kg/mm3),
v—Volume of eccentric block (mm3), g—Acceleration of gravity (m/s2), l—Length of ec-
centric block (mm).

It can be seen from Figure 5b that the gravity of the eccentric block can be decomposed
into three mutually perpendicular components (Fx, FY, FZ) in space. Because FY, FZ, and
the rotation axis of the eccentric block are in the same plane, the moment of these two
forces on the rotation axis is zero, so there is only component force Fx can produce moment
on the rotation axis of the eccentric block, and its value is shown in Equation (7).

TE = FGsinαsinθYC =
2
3

ρgl
(

r2
3 − r1

3
)

sin
(

α2 − α1

2

)
sinαsinθ (7)

wherein, TE—Eccentric moment of eccentric block (N·m), α—Inclination angle (Rad), θ—
The deflection angle of the eccentric block relative to the lower side of the borehole (Rad).
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It can be seen from Equation (7) that, in order to make the eccentric moment of the
eccentric block reach the maximum under a certain tool diameter, we can set r1 as 0, α1 as 0,
α2 as π, and the cross section of the eccentric block is semicircular. Therefore, the eccentric
moment can be obtained as shown in Equation (8).

TE =
2
3

ρglr2
3sinαsinθ (8)

The upper and lower plate valves of MVDS are usually designed to be circular, and
the friction torque of the plate valve can be obtained by integral method after ignoring the
influence of the holes on the upper and lower plate valves.

Tp =
∫ rP

0
2µPPπr2dr =

2
3

πµPPrP
3 (9)

wherein, Tp—Friction torque between plate valves (N·m), rP—Outer diameter of plate
valve (mm), µP—Friction coefficient between plate valves, P—Pressure between plate
valves (MPa).

According to the principle of statics balance, when the eccentric moment of the
eccentric block is equal to the friction torque of the plate valve, the eccentric block can stop
at the critical deflection angle position, and the value of the critical deflection angle θC
can be obtained by combining Equation (8) with Equation (9) (As shown in Equation (10)).
The MVDS tool face angle model can be obtained by substituting Equation (10) into
Equation (4), as shown in Equation (11).

θC = sin−1
(

πµPPrP
3

ρglr23sinα

)
(10)

β = sin−1
(

πµPPrP
3

ρglr23sinα

)
+ π (11)

It can be seen from Equation (10) that the critical deflection angle is negatively related
to the well deviation angle. When the critical deflection angle is set as 90◦, the deviation
angle is obtained by substituting Equation (10) as the minimum, which is the theoretical
response deviation angle of the tool. When the deviation angle is greater than this value,
Equation (10) has a real number solution, and when there is a critical deflection angle of
the eccentric block then the drilling tool can start to correct the deviation. However, due to
the inertia of the eccentric block, it needs a certain distance to decelerate to zero angular
velocity. Therefore, the actual response deviation angle of the tool must be greater than its
theoretical response deviation angle.

In order to facilitate the analysis, the circular coordinate system, as shown in Figure 6,
is established clockwise, with the lower side of the borehole as the zero point. The coordi-
nate system can represent the position of the gravity center relative to the lower side of
the borehole when the eccentric block rotates clockwise, namely the deflection angle of the
eccentric block. Since it is necessary to turn off the mud pump and stop the rotation of the
drilling tool every time when connecting the MVDS or drill pipes, the pressure between the
upper and lower plate valves is much smaller than when the pump is opened. Therefore,
the eccentric block will fall to the lower side of the borehole due to the action of gravity,
and the initial position and initial angular velocity of the eccentric block in the downhole
are both 0. After opening the pump for circulation and rotary drilling, the eccentric block
starts to move clockwise under the influence of plate valve friction torque.
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Figure 6. Circular coordinate system.

The relation curve shown in Figure 7 can be obtained from Equations (8) and (9) in
order to analyze the motion state of the eccentric block. The ordinate of Figure 7 is the
difference between the eccentric moment of the eccentric block and the friction torque of
the plate valve, and the abscissa is the deflection angle of the eccentric block. It can be seen
from the figure that under different well deviation angles the shape of the relation curve is
parabola, and the parabola is symmetrical with respect to the straight line (x = 90◦). The
abscissa of the intersection point of parabola and X axis is the critical deflection angle of the
eccentric block. With the decrease of well deviation angle, the parabola gradually flattens.
According to the characteristics of parabolas, they can be divided into three types.
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Figure 7. Movement diagram of eccentric block.

1. When the well deviation angle is small, the eccentric moment of the eccentric block is
always less than the friction torque of the plate valve, and there is no intersection point
between the parabola and the x-axis. At this time, the real number solution of the
critical deflection angle cannot be obtained by Equation (10). There is no deceleration
area in the circumferential direction, and the eccentric block will rotate clockwise in
one direction.

2. When the deviation angle increases to a certain value, the maximum eccentric moment
of the eccentric block is equal to the friction torque of the plate valve. There is an
intersection point between the parabola and X axis, and the abscissa of the intersec-
tion point (θ = 90◦) is the critical deflection angle of the eccentric block under this
well deviation. At this time, there will be a deceleration area in the circumferential
direction. However, because of the little deceleration area and the large inertia of the
eccentric block, the eccentric block cannot stop at the critical deflection angle position
during working.
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3. When the well deviation continues to increase, the eccentric moment of the eccen-
tric block will be greater than the friction torque of the plate valve. There are two
intersections between the parabola and X axis, which indicates that there are two
critical deflection angles of the eccentric block. The area between the two critical
deflection angles is the deceleration area. With the further increase of well deviation,
the deceleration area gradually increases, and the acceleration area gradually de-
creases. Therefore, there must be a critical deviation angle. Under this well deviation
condition, the eccentric block just stops at the upper critical deflection angle position
under the combined action of acceleration and deceleration. When the deviation angle
is less than the critical deviation angle the eccentric block is in a one-way unstable
rotation state, and the steering rib will push against the surrounding of the wellbore
in turn. At this time, the opening angle of the arc hole of the upper plate valve can
be equivalent to 360◦ and the equivalent pushing force calculated from Equation (2)
is 0. Therefore, the MVDS is in a stable inclined drilling state. When the deviation
angle is greater than the critical deviation angle, the eccentric block will decelerate
to the angular velocity of 0 in the deceleration area and then rotate anticlockwise.
After many swings, the tool can gradually stop at the lower critical deflection angle
position, and the MVDS will begin to correct the deviation.

To sum up, only when the deviation angle is greater than the critical deviation angle
does the critical deflection angle calculated by Equation (10) have practical significance. At
this juncture, the stable platform can sense the deviation and start to correct the deviation.

Under the critical deviation angle condition, the value of critical deviation angle can be
obtained by kinetic energy theorem because the starting and ending boundary conditions
of the eccentric block are known.

1
2

Jω2
2 − 1

2
Jω1

2 = WF + WG (12)

wherein, J—Moment of inertia of eccentric block (kg·m2), ω1—Initial angular velocity of
the eccentric block (Rad/s), ω2—Terminal angular velocity of the eccentric block (Rad/s),
WF—Friction work of plate valve (J), WG—Work of gravity (J).

ω1 = ω2 = 0 (13)

WF = Tp(π − θC) =
2
3

πµPPrP
3
(

π − sin−1
(

πµPPrP
3

ρglr23sinα

))
(14)

WG = −
∫ π−θC

0
TEdθ = −

∫ π−θC

0

2
3

ρglr2
3sinαCsinθdθ (15)

After substituting Equations (13)–(15) into Equation (12), the critical deviation angle
(αC) of the eccentric block can be obtained by the implicit function 16. Equation (16) is
complex and cannot be solved by symbolic calculation. Therefore, it is necessary to take the
design parameters of the stable platform into Equation (16) to obtain the value of critical
deviation angle.

πµPPrP
3
(

π − sin−1
(

πµPPrP
3

ρglr23sinαC

))
− ρglr2

3sinαC

(
cos
(

sin−1
(

πµPPrP
3

ρglr23sinαC

))
+ 1
)
= 0 (16)

3.3. Relationship Model between Pushing Force and Bit Side Force

The essence of the MVDS’s mechanical behavior in borehole is the nonlinear problem
of the longitudinal and transverse bending model of statically indeterminate continuous
beam column under a transverse load. Therefore, a model can be established by the
continuous beam theory [23–26]. The local rectangular coordinate system is established
with the bottom hole center as the origin, the upper side direction line of the wellbore
as the Y axis, and the tangent line of the wellbore center line as the X axis (as shown in
Figure 8). After BHA is regarded as a small elastic deformation body, the three bending
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moment equation is derived through the continuous condition of equal rotation angle at
each stabilizer and the boundary condition at the upper tangent point. After the bending
moment at the first stabilizer is obtained by solving the equation with dichotomy method,
the relationship model between the pushing force and the side force of the bit can be
obtained through the static moment balance principle.
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Figure 8. Mechanical model of BHA.

Because the well trajectory drilled by MVDS is a three-dimensional curve, it is nec-
essary to establish a three-dimensional mechanical model. Therefore, in this paper, the
three-dimensional problem is decomposed into two two-dimensional problems of well
deviation plane and azimuth plane first. The corresponding three bending moment equa-
tions are established in the deviation plane and azimuth plane, respectively. The pushing
force is decomposed into two planes through tool face angle, and deviation plane bit side
force Pα and azimuth plane bit side force Pϕ are obtained after independent solution. In
order to reduce the constraint of the upper drill string on MVDS and increase its deviation
correction ability, a flex joint is installed on the upper part of the first centralizer. After the
variable cross section treatment is adopted for the connection between the flex joint and
the drill collar, the three bending moment equation of well deviation plane is established
as follows.

M0(L0+L1)
6E1 I1

Z(u2) +
[
(L0+L1)

3E1 I1
Y(u1) +

L2
3E2 I2

Y(u2)
]

M1 +
M2L2
6E2 I2

Z(u2) +
q1(L0+L1)

3

24E1 I1
X(u1) +

q2L3
2

24E2 I2
X(u2) +

QαsinkL0
P1sink(L0+L1)

−
Qα L0

P1(L0+L1)
+ y1−y0

L0+L1
− y2−y1

L2
= 0

(17)

M1L2
6E2 I2

Z(u2) +
[

L2
3E2 I2

Y(u2) +
L3

3E3 I3
Y(u3)

]
M2 +

M3L3
6E3 I3

Z(u3) +
q2L3

2
24E2 I2

X(u2) +
q3L3

3
24E3 I3

X(u3) +
y2−y1

L2
− y3−y2

L3
= 0 (18)

M2L3
6E3 I3

Z(u3) +
[

L3
3E3 I3

Y(u3) +
L4

3E4 I4
Y(u4)

]
M3 +

M4L4
6E4 I4

Z(u4) +
q3L3

3
24E3 I3

X(u3) +
q4L3

4
24E4 I4

X(u4) +
y3−y2

L3
− y4−y3

L4
= 0 (19)

q4L3
4

24E4 I4
X(u4) +

M4L4

3E4 I4
Y(u4) +

M3L4

6E4 I4
Z(u4) +

y4 − y3

L4
− Kα(L0 + L1 + L2 + L3 + L4) = 0 (20)

1
L2

M1 −
(

1
L2

+
1
L3

)
M2 +

1
L3

M3 +
P2(es − e1)

L2
+

P3(es − e2)

L3
+

1
2
(q2 + q3)L2 = 0 (21)

wherein, M0—Bending moment at bit (N·m), Mi—Internal bending moment at each cen-
tralizer and variable cross section (N·m), qi—Horizontal uniform load of per drill string
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span (N/m), L0—Distance from steering rib to bit in first span drill string (m), L1—Distance
from first stabilizer to steering rib in first span drill string (m), L2—The length of the second
span drill string, i.e., the length of flex sub (m), L3—The length of the third span drill string,
i.e., the distance from the upper part of the flex joint to the second stabilizer (m), L4—The
length of the fourth span drill string, i.e., the distance between the second stabilizer and
the upper tangent point (m), Q—Static pushing force, here is equivalent pushing force
FE (N), Qα—Pushing force of deviation plane (N), Qα = Qcosβ, Pα—Bit side force of de-
viation plane (N), ui—Stability factor of drill string, X(ui), Y(ui), Z(ui)—Magnification
factor of drill string, k—Calculation factor (m−1), Ei—Elastic modulus of drill string (Pa),
Ii—Moment of inertia of drill string (m4), Kα—Deviation plane borehole curvature (◦/m),
e1, e2—Half of the difference between the outer diameter of the first and the second sta-
bilizer and the borehole diameter (m), es—Deflection at variable cross section (m), y0, y1,
y2, y3, y4—The longitudinal coordinates of the drill bit, the center of the first stabilizer, the
variable cross section, the center of the second stabilizer, and the upper tangent point (m),
P0—Weight on bit (N), Pi—Axial force at midpoint of each drill string (N).

Equations (17)–(21) are solved simultaneously to obtain M1. Then, the moment balance
analysis of the first span drill string is carried out, and the bit side force and rotation angle
at the deviation plane can be obtained as follows.

Pα = −
(

P0y1

L0 + L1
+

QαL1

L0 + L1
+

q1(L0 + L1)

2
+

M1

L0 + L1

)
(22)

θα =
q1(L0 + L1)

3

24E1 I1
X(u1) +

M1(L0 + L1)

6E1 I1
Z(u1) +

QαsinkL0

P1sink(L0 + L1)
− QαL0

P1(L0 + L1)
− y1

L0 + L1
(23)

The method to establish the three moment equation in azimuth plane is the same as
that in well deviation plane. The difference is that the influence of transverse uniform load
is not considered, WOB is used for axial loads of all beams, and the pushing force of the
deviation plane Qα is replaced by the pushing force of the azimuth plane Qϕ (Qϕ = Qsinβ).
The bit side force and rotation angle at the azimuthal plane are obtained as follows.

Pϕ = −
(

P0y1Q

L0 + L1
+

QϕL1

L0 + L1
+

M1Q

L0 + L1

)
(24)

θϕ =
M1Q(L0 + L1)

6E1 I1
Z
(
u1Q

)
+

QϕsinkQL0

P0sinkQ(L0 + L1)
−

QϕL0

P0(L0 + L1)
−

y1Q

L0 + L1
(25)

3.4. Interaction Model between Bit and Formation

The formation of well trajectory is not only related to the force of BHA, but also
the influence of stratum on bit in actual drilling. Through BHA mechanical analysis of

deviation plane and azimuth plane, Bit force
→
P =

[
Pα Pϕ P0

]T can be obtained. Because
the stratum where MVDS works is steep with a large dip angle, under the influence of
formation dip angle, azimuth angle of formation strike, and anisotropy of bit and formation,
borehole trajectory will appear as a deviation change and azimuth drift, so that the bit will

not drill in
→
F direction. In this paper, UPC model is used as the interaction model between

bit and formation, which is essentially the interaction model between bit and orthotropic
formation [27,28]. Through this model, the effective drilling force of the bit can be obtained
and used to simulate the drilling direction of the bit at the next moment. The effective

drilling force
→
F =

[
Fx Fy Fz

]T can be expressed as follows.
→
F = {Ib Ir1[E] + Ib(1− Ir1)[U] + Ir1(1− Ib)[V] + Ib(Ir2 − Ir1)[W] + (1− Ir1)(1− Ib)[U][V]+

(Ir2 − Ir1)(1− Ib)[W][V]}
→
P

(26)
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wherein, Ib, Ir1, Ir2—Bit anisotropy index and formation anisotropy index, [E]—Identity
matrix, [U], [V], [W]—All of them are real symmetric matrices, in which [U] and [W] are
related to well deviation angle α, deviation azimuth ϕ, dip angle of stratum γ and azimuth
of stratum strike ϕ f , [V] is related to bit rotation angle θα and θϕ.

As shown in Figure 9, the bottom hole coordinate system is established with the bit o
as the center. The x-axis points to the upper side of the borehole, the z-axis points to the
tangent direction of the borehole axis, and the y-axis is determined by the right-hand rule.
The bit is drilled under the action of deviation force Fx, azimuth force Fy and axial force Fz.
The drilling trend angle is defined as the angle between the drilling trend direction and
the borehole axis direction, which can be used to characterize the drilling trend of the bit
at the next moment. According to the effective drilling force, the calculation equation of
deviation trend angle and azimuth trend angle can be deduced as follows.

Aα = tan−1
(

Fx

Fz

)
(27)

Aϕ = tan−1
(

Fy

F′

)
(28)

F′ = Fzsinα + Fxcosα (29)
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Divide the deviation trend angle and azimuth trend angle by the appropriate well
section length to obtain the corresponding deviation change rate and azimuth change
rate [29], as shown in the following equation.

Kα =
Aα

∆L
(30)

Kϕ =
Aϕ

∆L
(31)

3.5. Geometric Model of Borehole Trajectory

In order to realize the three-dimensional visualization of MVDS deviation correction
trajectory, this paper uses the natural parameter method as the geometric model of borehole
trajectory (as shown in Figure 10), which assumes that the deviation change rate and
azimuth change rate of each point in the well section are constant. When the length of
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well section is small, the borehole trajectory can be obtained with high accuracy [30]. The
calculation equations of the model are as follows.

α = α0 + Kα(L− L0) (32)

ϕ = ϕ0 + Kϕ(L− L0) (33)

∆N =
∫ L

L0

sinαcosϕdL (34)

∆E =
∫ L

L0

sinαsinϕdL (35)

∆H =
∫ L

L0

cosαdL (36)

∆S =
∫ L

L0

sinαdL (37)

wherein, ∆N—The displacement of bit in the north direction in a well section (m), ∆E—The
displacement of bit in the east direction in a well section (m), ∆H—The displacement of
bit in the vertical direction in a well section (m), ∆S—The horizontal projection length of
wellbore trajectory in a well section (m).
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4. Establishment and Verification of the Simulation Method

After coupling the five models derived above, the method to simulate the trajectory
of MVDS deviation correction is established. The analysis method is shown in Figure
11. Firstly, the bit force is obtained by equivalent pushing force model, tool face angle
model, and the relationship model between pushing force and bit side force. Then, devia-
tion change rate and azimuth change rate are obtained by substituting bit force into the
interaction model between bit and formation. Finally, the geometric coordinates of each
point in this well section are obtained by substituting them into the geometric model of
borehole trajectory. After the above analysis is completed, the deviation angle, azimuth
angle, deviation change rate and azimuth change rate at the end of this well section are
respectively substituted back into the tool face angle model, the interaction model between
bit and formation, and the relationship model between pushing force and bit side force,
so as to simulate the trajectory of the next well section. The complete trajectory can be
extrapolated by cyclic iteration.
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At present, the MVDS has not been widely used in the field due to its relatively low
precision of well deviation control, hence it is difficult to obtain the drilling data of the field.
In order to verify the accuracy of the above simulation method, this paper compared the
data obtained by the simulation method with the measured data of borehole trajectory of
a rotary steering system, which has the same guiding principle as MVDS. The validation
results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of simulated and measured values.

Parameters of
Drilling Process,

Bit and Formation

Well
Depth/m Measured α/◦ Simulation α/◦ Error/◦ Measured ϕ/◦ Simulation ϕ/◦ Error/◦

FE =20 kN
P0 =80 kN
β =345◦

Ib =0.75
Ir1 =1
Ir2 =1

1806.5 22.32 21.85 −0.47 221.60 222.32 +0.72
1817.2 24.51 24.62 +0.11 220.70 221.82 +1.12
1827.6 26.22 27.26 +1.04 219.90 219.80 −0.10
1838.5 28.35 28.86 +0.51 219.10 218.82 −0.28
1847.9 29.92 29.76 −0.16 218.10 217.63 −0.47
1858.6 32.06 33.22 +1.16 216.90 217.26 +0.36

Average error 0.58 0.51

It can be seen from Table 1 that the average deviation error in this well section is 0.58◦

and the average azimuth error is 0.51◦, which can meet the requirements of drilling site.
Therefore, the method established above can be used to simulate the deviation trajectory
of MVDS.

5. Analysis of Deviation Correction Trajectory

The application situations of MVDS in the downhole can be divided into two types.
One is the deviation correction working condition. When the deviation exceeds the stan-
dard and the initial deviation angle is greater than the tool response deviation angle (critical
deviation angle), the MVDS can immediately correct the deviation. The other is keeping
the vertical working condition. When the MVDS is used at the beginning of drilling,
the equivalent pushing force of the tool is 0 because the initial deviation is less than the
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tool response deviation angle. The bit is naturally deflected under the influence of the
formation. When the deviation angle is greater than the response deviation angle of the
tool, the MVDS can start to correct deviation. Thus, the tool is in the circulation process
of rectifying deviation and deflecting at this moment. The structural parameters of stable
platform and BHA, drilling process parameters, and characteristic parameters of formation
and bit used in this paper are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Related parameters.

Structural Parameters of Stable Platform
Drilling
Process

Parameters

Characteristic Parameters
of Formation and Bit Structural Parameters of BHA

l = 1000 mm
r2 = 40 mm

ρ = 7.8 × 10−6 kg/mm3

µP = 0.08
P = 1 MPa

rP = 12 mm

P0 = 50,000 N
FE = 10,000 N

Ib = 0.75
Ir1 = 0.95
Ir2 = 0.95

γ = 30◦

ϕ f = 270◦

L0 = 0.5 m
L1= 5 m
L2 = 2 m

Db = 152 mm
D f = 100 mm

L3 = 9 m
e1 = 1 mm
e2 = 1 mm

Dm = 126 mm
Dc = 120 mm

Wherein, Db—Diameter of bit (mm), Dm—Diameter of MVDS (mm), D f —Diameter
of flex joint (mm), Dc—Diameter of collar (mm). The definitions of other parameters have
been described above.

5.1. Trajectory Analysis of Deviation Correction Working Condition

Before using MVDS to correct deviation, the bit will incline to updip direction of
stratum under the influence of formation and bit anisotropy, and the resulting wellbore
is in a vertical plane. Because of the azimuth of stratum strike ϕ f is set to 270◦, the
initial azimuth angle of the bit ϕ0 is 0◦ when the tool is used for deviation correction,
and the direction is due north. The initial deviation angle of bit α0 is set as 15◦. Initial
deviation change rate Kα0 is 0.02◦/m and initial azimuth change rate is 0◦/m. The critical
deviation angle αC calculated from the structural parameters of stable platform is 7◦.
After substituting the above initial parameters into the calculation program, the deviation
correction trajectory curve is as follows.

It should be noted that for the convenience of viewing, the coordinate origin in the
figure below is not at the wellhead, but at the point of the well where MVDS began to
be used for deviation correction, and three coordinate axes in the figure adopt different
display scales.

Figure 12a shows the three-dimensional curve of MVDS deviation correction trajectory,
which shows a left drift trend under the combined action of tools and formation. Figure 12b
is the vertical section of the three-dimensional curve, which is the expanded figure of the
surface formed by the three-dimensional curve and the plumb lines of each point in
Figure 12a. Therefore, the angle between the tangent line of each point on the curve in
Figure 12b and the ordinate is the deviation angle. It can be seen from the figure that the
deviation angle of MVDS gradually decreases in the process of deviation correction, and
MVDS can effectively solve the problem of well deviation. Figure 12c is the horizontal
projection of the three-dimensional curve. The angle between the tangent line of each point
on the curve and the ordinate is the azimuth angle. It can be seen from the figure that in
the process of MVDS deviation correction, the value of azimuth angle gradually decreases
and the bit gradually drifts to the west.
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Figure 13a shows the relation curves of deviation angle and deviation azimuth with
vertical depth, which further verifies the above analysis. It can be seen from the figure that
the vertical depth of deviation correction trajectory is about 70 m. With the use of MVDS,
the deviation angle is gradually reduced from 15◦ to 7◦, which is the critical deviation
angle of the stable platform. The azimuth angle is reduced from 360◦ (0◦) to 287◦. It can be
seen from Figure 13b that with the progress of deviation correction, the deviation change
rate gradually decreases, and the initial change is more severe. During the drilling process
of 10 m, the deviation change rate decreased from 0.133◦/m to 0.112◦/m. Then, the decline
rate of deviation change rate tends to be stable. The reason for the above phenomenon
is that BHA is in the state of deflection due to the influence of the formation at the initial
moment, and its initial deviation curvature Kα0 is positive, hence the radius of curvature
points to the upper side of the borehole. The direction of the bit side force produced by
the rebound effect of the drilling tool is the same as that of the bit side force generated by
the drilling tool pushing against the wellbore, which can be superimposed with each other
to produce a large deviation change rate. With the deviation correction going on, BHA
deviation curvature gradually turns from positive to negative, and the curvature radius
points to the lower side of the borehole. The bit side force caused by the rebound effect
of the drilling tool is opposite to the bit side force generated by the drilling tool pushing
against the wellbore so that a part of the bit side force is offset, and the deviation change
rate sharply decreases in a short well section. With the progress of deviation correction,
the deviation angle decreases gradually, resulting in the tool face angle of MVDS increases,
thus the pushing force distributed in the deviation plane Qα decreases gradually, and the
pushing force distributed in the azimuth plane Qϕ increases gradually. Therefore, the
deviation change rate decreases and the azimuth change rate increases with the increase of
vertical depth.
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5.2. Trajectory Analysis of Keeping the Vertical Working Condition

The initial parameter setting under this working condition is the same as the deviation
correction working condition, and the difference is that the initial deviation angle α0 is set
to 7.2◦. After substituting the initial parameters into the calculation program, the deviation
correction trajectory curve is as follows.

Figure 14a shows the three-dimensional curve of MVDS keeping the vertical trajectory,
which also shows a left drift trend under the combined action of tools and formation.
Figure 14b is the vertical section of the three-dimensional curve. It can be seen from the
figure that there is an approximate linear relationship between the horizontal projection
length S and the vertical depth H. Therefore, in the process keeping the vertical, MVDS can
effectively control the deviation from increasing. Figure 14c is the horizontal projection of
the three-dimensional curve. It can be seen from the figure that in the process of keeping
the vertical, the azimuth of well deviation decreases gradually, but the change process
is discontinuous.
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Figure 15a shows the relation curves of deviation angle and deviation azimuth with
vertical depth, which further verifies the above analysis. It can be seen that the relation
curves of deviation angle and azimuth angle with vertical depth are approximately like
a sawtooth wave. When the initial deviation angle is greater than the critical deviation
angle of the tool (7◦), the stable platform can sense the deviation, and the tool will decrease
the deviation and reduce the azimuth under the influence of the tool face angle. When the
initial deviation angle is less than 7◦, the sensitivity of the stabile platform is lost, and the
tool increases deviation and azimuth under the influence of the formation. Therefore, the
MVDS is in the circulation process of the above two conditions. The deviation angle is
always controlled at about 7◦, and the azimuth angle decreases intermittently from 360◦

to 335◦. During the working process of the MVDS the deviation angle is less than 7◦,
but the tool continues to correct the deviation. This is because when the initial deviation
angle is greater than 7◦ and the rig is started after making a connection, the eccentric
block can overcome the inertia brought by the start-up of the rig, and stably stop at the
critical deviation angle position. Therefore, the tool begins to correct the deviation. With the
progress of deviation correction, the deviation angle is gradually reduced to less than 7◦ and
the critical deflection angle can continue to increase with the decrease of deviation angle
due to the quasi-static state of the eccentric block in this process, without instability and
unidirectional rotation, so that the tool can maintain a certain deviation correction ability
before the next drill pipe connection or drilling stop. When the deviation angle is more than
7◦, there is a situation in which the tool fails and continues to increase well deviation. This
is because when the initial deviation angle is less than 7◦, the rig is started after making a
connection. The eccentric block cannot overcome the inertia brought by the start-up of the
rig, thus it is in the state of instability and unidirectional rotation, and the tool begins to
increase well deviation under the influence of the formation. With the progress of drilling,
the deviation angle gradually increases to more than 7◦. Because the average rotation speed
of the eccentric block is fast in this process (when the position of the eccentric block is in the
range of 180◦ to 360◦, the direction of the eccentric moment and the friction torque are the
same, resulting in the eccentric block having a larger angular acceleration), the eccentric
block cannot overcome the inertia and stop at the critical deflection angle stably, and the
tool will continue to increase well deviation until the next drill pipe connection or drilling
stop. It can be seen from Figure 15b that the variation curves of deviation change rate and
azimuth change rate with vertical depth are approximately like square wave. When the
tool is in a deviation correction state, the deviation change rate and azimuth change rate
are both positive. When the tool is in the deflecting state, the deviation change rate and
azimuth change rate are both negative. In the process of deviation correction and deflecting,
the change range of deviation change rate and azimuth change rate is very small, and the
relationship curves of them with vertical depth are approximately horizontal straight lines.
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5.3. Comparison of Two Working Conditions

The horizontal displacement represents the horizontal projection distance between
a point in the trajectory and the coordinate origin. It can indicate how far the trajectory
deviates from the target. The calculation formula of horizontal displacement is as follows.

Ci =
√

Ei
2 + Ni

2 (38)

wherein, Ci —Horizontal displacement of a point (m), Ei—E coordinate value of a point
(m), Ni—N coordinate value of a point (m).

Figure 16 shows the relationship between vertical depth and horizontal displacement
under two working conditions. It can be seen from the figure that no matter what working
conditions MVDS is in, it is unable to achieve the correction of downhole horizontal
displacement. Furthermore, the horizontal displacement is accumulated with the increase
of drilling depth. Due to the gradual decrease of deviation angle under the working
condition of deviation correction, the growth rate of horizontal displacement is gradually
increasing. By comparison, the growth rate of horizontal displacement is constant under
the working condition of keeping the vertical, and that is because the variation range
of deviation angle is very small during the process. In addition, because the deviation
angle under the condition of deviation correction is larger than that under the condition
of keeping the vertical, the horizontal displacement of the former condition is always
greater than that of the latter. At the same time, it can be inferred from the above analysis
that when the deviation control accuracy of MVDS is lower, it is possible to deviate from
the downhole objective and miss the target because the horizontal displacement is too
large. Therefore, it is necessary to optimize the relevant structure of the stable platform
to improve its deviation control accuracy and enable it to be widely put into commercial
application in the future.
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Figure 16. Horizontal displacement under two working conditions.

6. Conclusions and Suggestion

This paper establishes the simulation method for deviation correction trajectory of
mechanical vertical drilling system, and uses it to simulate and analyze the trajectory under
two typical working conditions. The conclusions and suggestions are as follows:

1. The simulation method comprehensively considers the effects of tools, formation,
BHA, and drilling process parameters. It can realize the simulation of deviation
correction trajectory of the MVDS.

2. Only when the initial deviation angle is greater than the critical deviation angle can the
eccentric block of MVDS sense the deviation and stop at the critical deflection angle
position when the rig is started. From then, the tool can start to correct the deviation.
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3. The existence of critical deflection angle makes MVDS correct deviation and change
borehole azimuth at the same time. The borehole trajectory formed by drilling is a
three-dimensional curve, which has the tendency of drifting to the left.

4. In the working condition of deviation correction, MVDS can effectively reduce de-
viation and gradually reduce azimuth. In the process of deviation correction, the
deviation change rate decreases with the increase of vertical depth, and the azimuth
change rate increases with the increase of vertical depth. Under the working condition
of keeping the vertical, the MVDS is in the circulation process of deviation correction
and natural deflecting. The deviation angle is always controlled at about the critical
deviation angle, and the azimuth angle decreases intermittently. In the process of
deviation correction and natural deflecting, the change range of deviation change rate
and azimuth change rate is very small, and the relation curves of those with vertical
depth are approximately horizontal straight lines.

5. MVDS cannot correct the horizontal displacement of the downhole. The deviation
control accuracy of the current tool is lower, which easily leads to missing the tar-
get. It is necessary to optimize the structure of the stable platform to improve the
deviation control accuracy (the critical deviation angle). For example, the length,
radius, and density of the eccentric block should be increased as much as possible
and the diameter and friction coefficient of the plate valves should be reduced to the
best of one’s ability. At present, the trajectory of MVDS is a three-dimensional curve
with a large dogleg angle, which increases the friction resistance of drill string and
the possibility of downhole accidents. The force increasing measures can be used to
compensate the error of the stable platform (the critical deflection angle) and make
the critical deflection angle tend to 0◦ in the process of drilling, so that the trajectory of
MVDS can be located in the vertical plane as far as possible with the aim of reducing
the dogleg severity of the borehole.

Based on the above, the trajectory simulation method and analysis results are antici-
pated to not only provide a deeper understanding around the theoretical foundation of the
MVDS, but to also provide guidance for the subsequent structure optimization.
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Nomenclature

FE Equivalent pushing force (N)
TP Pushing time of steering rib in a cycle (s)
θA Opening angle of arc hole (Rad)
ω BHA angular velocity (Rad/s)
FP Reaction force of steering rib pushing against wellbore (N)
β Tool face angle of MVDS (Rad)
θC Critical deflection angle of eccentric block (Rad)
r1, r2 Inner and outer radius of eccentric block (mm)
α1, α2 Angle between both sides of the eccentric block and X-axis (Rad)
FG Gravity of eccentric block (N)
ρ Density of eccentric block (kg/mm3)
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v Volume of eccentric block (mm3)
g Acceleration of gravity (m/s2)
l Length of eccentric block (mm)
TE Eccentric moment of eccentric block (N·m)
α Inclination angle (Rad)

θ
The deflection angle of the eccentric block relative to the lower side of the
borehole (Rad)

Tp Friction torque between plate valves (N·m)
rP Outer diameter of plate valve (mm)
µP Friction coefficient between plate valves
P Pressure between plate valves (MPa)
J Moment of inertia of eccentric block (kg·m2)
ω1 Initial angular velocity of the eccentric block (Rad/s)
ω2 Terminal angular velocity of the eccentric block (Rad/s)
WF Friction work of plate valve (J)
WG Work of gravity (J)
αC Critical deviation angle (Rad)
Pα Bit side force of deviation plane (N)
Pϕ Bit side force of azimuth plane (N)
M0 Bending moment at bit (N·m)
Mi Internal bending moment at each centralizer and variable cross section (N·m)
qi Horizontal uniform load of per drill string span (N/m)
L0 Distance from steering rib to bit in first span drill string (m)
L1 Distance from first stabilizer to steering rib in first span drill string (m)
L2 The length of the second span drill string, i.e., the length of flex sub (m)

L3
The length of the third span drill string, i.e., the distance from the upper
part of the flex joint to the second stabilizer (m)

L4
The length of the fourth span drill string, i.e., the distance between the
second stabilizer and the upper tangent point (m)

Q Static pushing force, here is equivalent pushing force FE (N)
Qα Pushing force of deviation plane (N)
Qϕ Pushing force of azimuth plane (N)
ui Stability factor of drill string
X(ui), Y(ui), Z(ui) Magnification factor of drill string
k Calculation factor (m−1)
Ei Elastic modulus of drill string (Pa)
Ii Moment of inertia of drill string (m4)
Kα Deviation plane borehole curvature (◦/m)

e1, e2
Half of the difference between the outer diameter of the first and the
second stabilizer and the borehole diameter (m)

es Deflection at variable cross section (m)

y0, y1, y2, y3, y4

The longitudinal coordinates of the drill bit, the center of the first stabilizer,
the variable cross section, the center of the second stabilizer and the upper
tangent point (m)

P0 Weight on bit (N)
Pi Axial force at midpoint of each drill string (N)
θα Rotation angle at the deviation plane (Rad)
θϕ Rotation angle at the azimuth plane (Rad)
Ib, Ir1, Ir2 Bit anisotropy index and formation anisotropy index
[E] Identity matrix
γ Dip angle of stratum (◦)
ϕf Azimuth of stratum strike (◦)

[U], [V], [W]
All of them are real symmetric matrices, in which and [U] and [W] are related
to well deviation angle α, deviation azimuth ϕ, dip angle of stratum γ and
Azimuth of stratum strike ϕf, [V] is related to bit rotation angle θα and θϕ

Fx Deviation force (N)
Fy Azimuth force (N)
Fz Axial force (N)
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Aα Deviation trend angle (Rad)
Aϕ Azimuth trend angle (Rad)
Kα Deviation change rate (Rad/m)
Kϕ Azimuth change rate (Rad/m)
∆L Length of well section (m)
∆N The displacement of bit in the north direction in a well section (m)
∆E The displacement of bit in the east direction in a well section (m)
∆H The displacement of bit in the vertical direction in a well section (m)
∆S The horizontal projection length of wellbore trajectory in a well section (m)
Db Diameter of bit (mm)
Dm Diameter of MVDS (mm)
Df Diameter of flex joint (mm)
Dc Diameter of collar (mm)
Ci Horizontal displacement of a point (m)
Ei E coordinate value of a point (m)
Ni N coordinate value of a point (m)
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